Sizing Guide for Slotted Unbleached Bone Nuts

Important note about printing:
The Sizing Guide is only useful if it prints at actual size!
Your computer may try to resize the page when printing. To know if this is happening, compare the 6" scale on the printout to an actual ruler. They should be the same size. If they aren’t, look for 100%.

1. Print the Sizing Guide at 100% size, turning off “Scale to fit” or any resizing option.
2. Compare the 6" scale on the printout to any ruler. They should match.
3. Compare the correctly-sized printout to your guitar’s string nut. Choose a bone nut that matches the string spread between your two outer E strings.
Sizing Guide for Slotted Unbleached Bone Nuts

To choose the right nut size: Print this page, hold the string spread lines up to your guitar’s nut, and find the best match. Specify actual size when printing (do not resize). Use the 6” scale below to double-check the size.
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